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Abstract
Precise values for radiated energy in tokamak disruption experiments are needed to validate
disruption mitigation techniques for burning plasma tokamaks like ITER and SPARC. Control
room analysis of radiated power (Prad) on JET assumes axisymmetry, since fitting 3D radiation
structures with limited bolometry coverage is an under-determined problem. In mitigated
disruptions, radiation is toroidally asymmetric and 3D, due to fast-growing 3D MHD modes and
localized impurity sources. To address this problem, Emis3D adopts a physics motivated
forward modeling (‘guess and check’) approach, comparing experimental bolometry data to
synthetic data from user-defined radiation structures. Synthetic structures are observed with the
Cherab modeling framework and a best fit chosen using a reduced χ2 statistic. 2D tomographic
inversion models are tested, as well as helical flux tubes and 3D MHD simulated structures from
JOREK. Two nominally identical pure neon shattered pellet injection (SPI) mitigated discharges
in JET are analyzed. 2D tomographic inversions with added toroidal freedom are the best fits in
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the thermal quench (TQ) and current quench (CQ). In the pre-TQ, 2D reconstructions are
statistically the best fits, but are likely over-optimized and do not capture the 3D radiation
structure seen in fast camera images. The next-best pre-TQ fits are helical structures that extend
towards the high-field side, consistent with an impurity flow under the magnetic nozzle effect
also observed in JOREK simulations. Whole-disruption radiated fractions of 0.98+ 0.03/
−0.29 and 1.01+ 0.02/− 0.17 are found, suggesting that the stored energy may have been
fully mitigated by each SPI, although mitigation efficiencies well below ITER and SPARC
requirements for high energy pulses are still within the large uncertainties. Emis3D is also used
to validate JOREK SPI simulations, and confirms improvements in matching experiment from
changes to impurity modeling. Time-dependent toroidal peaking factors are calculated and
discussed.

Keywords: disruption, tokamak, mitigation, shattered pellet injection, bolometry, Cherab, JET

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Two new tokamak experiments, ITER [1] and SPARC [2], are
currently under construction with the goal of achieving fusion
gain Q well in excess of unity, also referred to as ‘break-
even’. To achieve breakeven, these machines will reach higher
plasma temperatures and comparable or higher densities to
present day experiments, and consequently higher stored ener-
gies. The increase in stored energy comes with increased risk
of damage to the machine, especially during major disruption
events. In these events, stored energy is rapidly released and
can cause mechanical and melt damage to divertors and other
plasma facing components (PFCs) [3].

Disruption damage can be prevented or minimized through
use of a disruption mitigation system (DMS) that rapidly
injects large quantities of impurities into the plasma [4]. In
ITER, impurities will be delivered through shattered pellet
injection (SPI) [5], and in SPARC, impurities will be delivered
by massive gas injection (MGI) [6]. The goal of impurity
injections is to radiate the stored energy isotropically, leav-
ing less energy deposited in localized regions of the diver-
tor or PFCs. Successful mitigation requires high radiated
energy fractions frad =Wrad/Wstored, whereW rad is the radiated
energy and Wstored is the sum of the plasma thermal energy
W th and magnetic energy Wmag, minus the magnetic energy
coupled to conductors [7]. For high-performance discharges
on ITER, the radiated fraction of the stored thermal energy
frad,th =Wrad,th/Wth must be at least 90% to ensure the diver-
tor is not damaged [8], and similar limits are expected on
SPARC. Similarly successful radiation ofWmag is also desired.
To investigate whether the ITER DMS design will reliably
achieve high f rad, several mitigation experiments have been
conducted on JET [5, 9–11]. The radiated fractions calculated
from these experiments have large uncertainties due to lim-
itations in bolometry diagnostics and analysis methods avail-
able on JET, leaving the validation of achieving 90% an open
question [12, 13].

Measuring f rad in disruption studies has unique challenges.
Space for bolometry diagnostics is limited, and diagnostics
are often optimized for performance during flattop. Flattop

radiation is generally toroidally symmetric, with radiation dis-
tributions that are relatively stable in time. For stable, tor-
oidally symmetric radiation structures, Prad can be accurately
approximated using a bolometer array at a single toroidal
location by a weighted sum of bolometer channel bright-
nesses. In major disruptions, by contrast, radiation structures
evolve rapidly, and toroidal symmetry is broken by tear-
ing modes, localized impurities, and three-dimensional heat
fluxes [10, 14, 15]. Toroidal asymmetry is seen in fast cam-
era images of visible radiation such as figure 1 [16]. A single
bolometer array does not accurately capture three dimen-
sional radiation structures, leading to large uncertainties inPrad

and f rad [12].
To better capture 3D radiation structures, a 3D ‘feed-

forward tomography’ code called Emis3D is developed [17,
18]. Emis3D uses reducedχ2 goodness-of-fit testing to select a
best fit radiation structure from a large library of user-provided
radiation structure options. The additional constraints intro-
duced by the user-provided radiation structures overcome the
highly under-determined problem that challenges standard
tomography techniques.

The best fit structure should not be interpreted as a pre-
cise match to the true radiation structure, but rather it serves
as a selection tool for comparing different physical models
of possible radiation and plasma behavior. Careful interpreta-
tion of best- and close-fit radiation structures can yield insights
into plasma and radiation behaviors that are not provided by a
weighted sum Prad calculation alone.

Overcoming the under-determined problem comes with a
cost; the Emis3D approach introduces human bias by relying
on a user-provided pool of radiation structures and fitting para-
meter choices. To minimize this error, our radiation structure
choices are informed in part by observations from fast camera
images, simulations, and by previous works [15, 16]. Three-
dimenionsal structures derived from 2D tomographic inver-
sions are included in the pool when appropriate. A range of
possible results based on different physical and fitting assump-
tions are presented here to demonstrate the freedom in the
fitting process and the degeneracy inherent in this under-
determined problem.
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Figure 1. Fast camera images from the pre-TQ of a JET SPI
discharge showing toroidally asymmetric helical flux tube radiation
structures. All three images are from shot number 96 874, a
deuterium pellet SPI injection. Top images are from just after the
injection, time 9.0 430, and show a small bright spot where pellet
shards have begun to ablate. Middle images are from the very early
pre-TQ, time 9.0 446, and show a helical structure. This helical
structure extends mostly in the direction of the high-field side from
the injection location (clockwise, as seen from above). Bottom
images are from later in the pre-TQ, time 9.0 458, and show another
helical structure, this one extending in both directions from the
injection location. The left images are unfiltered; the right images
are filtered to deuterium alpha wavelength 656.1 nm.

As a demonstration of the capabilities of Emis3D, we
investigate two SPI disruptions from the 2019-2020 JET SPI
campaign. JET discharge number 95 709 has relatively low
peak Prad according to weighted sum Prad calculations, while
discharge 95 711 has relatively high peak Prad, suggesting rel-
atively low and high frad, th, respectively. We will refer to these
discharges as ‘low frad, th’ and ‘high frad, th’, or just as ‘low
f rad’ and ‘high f rad’. These disruptions are of particular interest
because the plasma and injected pellet were identically pre-
pared. Using Emis3D, we investigate possible radiation struc-
tures, radiated powers, and toroidal peaking factors (TPFs)

throughout these two disruptions and propose a hypothesis
for the apparent difference in f rad between these nominally
identical shots. The TPF of a radiation structure is defined as

TPF=
max(dPrad/dϕ)
mean(dPrad/dϕ)

Prad =

ˆ
dV ϵ=

ˆ
rdA
ˆ

dϕ ϵ

dPrad

dϕ

]
ϕ0

=

ˆ
r dA ϵ(r,θ,ϕ0)

where ϵ(r,θ,ϕ) is the plasma emissivity as a function of pos-
ition, ϕ is the toroidal angle, the integrals over V and A
are over the total plasma volume and each ϕ0 cross-section
respectively, and dPrad/dϕ ]ϕ0

is the contribution of the ϕ0

cross-section to Prad. TPF is a convenient measure of toroidal
asymmetry, although it does not fully capture asymmetry in
the distribution of radiation sources across different poloidal
cross-sections.

In section 2 the JET bolometry systems are described. In
section 3 the two nominally identical discharges are described.
In section 4 the Emis3D forward modeling approach is
described. In section 5, the deuterium injection from figure 1
is revisited, and an adjustment is made to the Emis3D radi-
ation structure library to better match the evidence from fast
camera images. In section 6 the forward modeling results for
the two discharges are described. In section 7 an additional
application of Emis3D for validation of nonlinear 3D MHD
simulations with the JOREK code is presented. Final remarks
and conclusions are drawn in section 8.

2. JET bolometry

As of the 2019 JET SPI campaign, JET has two foil bolo-
meter arrays for radiated power analysis: a vertical array at
the top of the machine looking downwards towards the diver-
tor, and a horizontal array on the outboard side of the machine
looking towards the inboard wall (figure 2). Each of the two
large arrays is composed of 24 individual bolometer chan-
nels, together covering an entire poloidal cross-section of the
plasma, and the two arrays are toroidally located 135 degrees
apart. These arrays have time resolutions on the order of 0.5–
1ms, roughly comparable to the thermal quench (TQ) times-
cale on JET. Control room Prad measurements are made using
the vertical bolometer array only.

JET also has four individual vertical foil bolometer chan-
nels located at four different toroidal locations, providing extra
toroidal coverage. However, these channels have limited pol-
oidal coverage and high background noise, which complicates
analysis on fast disruption timescales. The individual channels
are therefore not used in the radiation structure fitting. Their
integrated signals over an entire disruption provide informa-
tion on the average toroidal peaking, which will be compared
with synthetic predictions from the fitted data in section 6.4.
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Figure 2. JET Bolometry available to 2019 SPI campaign. KB5V provides vertical sightlines of the plasma region in octant 3, with higher
resolution in the divertor. KB5H provides horizontal sightlines in octant 6, likewise with higher resolution near the divertor. The four KB1
channels near octants 2, 3, 6, and 7 have sightlines through the plasma center and into the divertor. Reprinted from [12], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.

3. Experimental setup

Two H-mode plasma discharges terminated by a shattered pel-
let injector (SPI) on the JET tokamak are studied here to
understand the mitigation performance. These discharges use
a moderate beam power of 15MW and a modest ion-cyclotron
resonant heating heating power of 2MW, where the latter
is to reduce impurity accumulation. These discharges reach
peak thermal energies of near 4MJ. After reaching flattop
and allowing profiles to equilibrate, a dominantly neon pellet
carrying 2.46× 1022 atoms is fired into the stable discharge.
Heating is turned off just prior to injection for machine pro-
tection, and thermal energy tapers to 3.5MJ before the pel-
let reaches the plasma. Relevant pellet properties and plasma
parameters at the time of arrival of the shattered impurity are
reported in table 1 and figure 3.

As the impurity arrives it is observed on a fast eXtreme
UltraViolet (XUV) diamond detector [19], and on a D-alpha
filterscope. The XUV detector is displaced toroidally from the
injection and therefore this signal is delayed by the toroidal
transit time of the impurities. The D-alpha filterscope view
is near the injection location and it observes both radiation
from deuterium injected in the shattered material as well as
edge plasma deuterium that is quickly cooled by dilution and
impurity radiation. The flight time of the pellet is a useful way
to diagnose any irregularities in the injection process and is
defined as the XUV detector rise time minus the microwave
cavity peak time. The microwave cavity diagnostic is a reson-
ant microwave chamber that the pellet passes through, allow-
ing a measurement of the pellet mass [20]. Velocity of the pel-
let can also be derived directly from this diagnostic alone, but
this technique is not used here. The microwave cavity data for
these two discharges confirm that both injections were a single
pellet with comparable mass prior to shattering.

Table 1. Discharge parameters and pellet properties for the
identically prepared SPIs. The pellets are pure cryogenic neon with
a deuterium shell. The D2 quantities listed are in the pellet shell and
do not include propellant D2 atoms. W th and Wmag are as defined in
[7]. ne and Te are measured by Thompson scattering. f rad and Prad
are as determined by the JET control room vertical bolometer
weighted average, known as ‘TOPI’ [21].

Discharge label ‘low f rad’ ‘high f rad’

JET Shot Number 95 709 95 711
Ip (MA) 2.5 2.5
BT (T) 2.5 2.5
W th (MJ) 3.5 3.6
Wmag (MJ) 8.0 8.1
ne (m−3) 7.24 7.25
Te (keV) 2.89 2.95
Ne Content (atoms) 2.46·1022 2.46·1022
D2 Content (atoms) 5.74·1021 5.74·1021
Ne Fraction 0.81 0.81
Propellant Species D2 D2
Pellet Flight time (ms) 35.8 34.4
f rad 0.80 0.90
Peak Prad (GW) 2.12 4.74

The injected impurity causes a plasma disruption, which is
subdivided in three general stages. In the pre-TQ, the injected
impurity begins to radiate energy from the plasma, and Prad

increases. In the TQ, core confinement drops and most of the
plasma’s stored thermal energy is rapidly released, either as
radiation or into the divertor. The TQ definition used in this
paper is simply the 500µs timestep in which the peak Prad

occurs. The current quench (CQ) refers to the period imme-
diately after the TQ and lasting until the complete loss of
plasma, in which the plasma’s stored magnetic energy is more
slowly released, either into electrically conducting plasma
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Figure 3. General shot parameters for the ‘high’ and ‘low f rad’ discharge disruptions. Propellant gas is detected moving through the
microwave cavity, followed by the cryogenic pellet. Impurity arrival in the plasma is detected by the D-alpha filterscope, after which
radiated power increases sharply and plasma current begins to decrease. The two discharges are nearly identical except for the large
difference in observed TQ Prad.

facing components and the vacuum vessel, or through conver-
sion to thermal energy and subsequent radiation and parallel
transport into the wall.

Control room analysis using a radiated power derived from
a weighted sum of the vertical bolometer channels suggests a
more than factor of two difference in the peak radiated power
between these otherwise identical discharges. Repeatability of
these JET experiments is crucial to demonstrate reliability of
SPI for ITER, and therefore these two discharges serve to both
address this concern and to provide a manageable data set for
the first detailed analysis using the Emis3D code.

4. Emis3D

4.1. Overview

Emis3D calculates W rad for a single disruption by identify-
ing best-fit radiation structures at each timestep and integrat-
ing their radiated powers. The best fit radiation structures are
selected from a library of radiation structure options, which
are synthetically ‘observed’ in advance by the synthetic dia-
gnostic framework Cherab [22, 23]. Synthetically ‘observing’

a radiation structure yields a fingerprint of bolometer chan-
nel brightnesses that is compared at each timestep to experi-
mental bolometer brightnesses through reduced χ2 goodness-
of-fit testing. The best-fit radiation structure at each timestep
is identified in three stages: first optimization of each radiation
structure option, then selection of the best fit radiation struc-
ture, and finally toroidal distribution selection. See figure 4 for
a diagram of the Emis3D algorithm.

In the optimization stage, each radiation structure in the lib-
rary is optimized to fit the experimental data at that timestep
as closely as possible (minimizing χ2), within the constraints
of the radiation structure definition. In accordance with the
forward modeling approach, each radiation structure option
is highly constrained, and only slight optimization is pos-
sible. For a given toroidally self-similar structure, the only
degree of freedom is the amplitude of the radiation structure.
There are two amplitude parameters for these radiation struc-
tures, one fitted to the vertical bolometer array, and one to
the horizontal array. For the toroidally asymmetric ‘helical’
radiation structures introduced in the next section, there are
two additional amplitude parameters, corresponding to second
‘punctures’ of the radiation structure through the plane of each
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Figure 4. A flowchart diagram of the Emis3D algorithm.

Figure 5. An example helical radiation structure following more
than one toroidal revolution of a field line and leaving multiple
‘punctures’ through poloidal cross-sections. The unwrapped plot
(left) shows the radiation pattern in purple, and outlines of the first
wall and pre-disruption last closed flux surface are shown in the
planes of the SPI injection (orange), the vertical bolometer array
(blue), and the horizontal bolometer array (green). The right plot
shows the two-spot radiation pattern of this helical structure in the
plane of the injector.

bolometer array, as the helical structure is followed up to two
toroidal revolutions. An example of double punctures is shown
in figure 5. These amplitude parameters are later used in the
third stage of determining the toroidal distribution of the radi-
ation structure.

In the selection stage, the reduced χ2 of the optimized radi-
ation structures are compared, and the best fit radiation struc-
ture chosen. This stage is described in section 4.3.

Up to this point, the amplitude of the chosen radiation
structure is known only at the locations of the two bolometer
arrays. In the toroidal distribution selection stage, the amp-
litudes found in the optimization stage are used to constrain
a toroidal distribution for the radiation structure. Various tor-
oidal distributions derived from different physical models will
be tested and the results compared.

Absolute calibration of radiation structures is demonstrated
by close agreement between experimental bolometry data
and Cherab synthetic bolometry data of 2D tomographically
reconstructed BOLT radiation structures. For more on abso-
lute calibration, see the appendix.

Figure 6. Examples of the radiation structure classes included in
the radiation structure library. Top are wrapped bubble plots,
showing the radiation structure as it might look in real space from
an outside perspective with no obstruction from the tokamak. No
toroidal distribution is applied in the top figures. Middle are
unwrapped bubble plots of the same radiation structures, with the
toroidal ϕ dimension unwrapped to a linear dimension. Example
toroidal distributions are applied to the unwrapped plots: An
asymmetric gaussian in ϕ is applied to the helical, and a step
function in ϕ is applied to the M-BOLT. Bottom are cross-sections
of these structures in the ϕ= 0 (near injector) plane.

4.2. Radiation structure library

Each radiation structure object in Emis3D consists of a
3D function of emissivity, synthetic bolometry data for that
emissivity function, and the total radiated power produced by
that function when integrated over the plasma volume. The
toroidal dependence of the candidate distribution is not set in
advance; the integrated radiated power is binned in 18 toroidal
sections, to allow fitting a toroidal dependence in the toroidal
distribution selection stage. Radiation structures are referred
to here as ‘toroidally self-similar’ if their cross-sectional radi-
ation source distribution is the same at all toroidal angles,
with variation only in total cross-section amplitude. Radiation
structures with no toroidal symmetry are referred to as ‘toroid-
ally asymmetric’.

Three general classes of radiation structure are used, and
are now discussed. Examples of each radiation structure type
are displayed in figure 6 for reference. A fourth class of radi-
ation distributions, derived from JOREK simulations, are not

6
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Figure 7. Example arrays of helical and ring structures represented
by their R and Z center locations marked with an x, and colored by
their quality of fit to experimental data. Helical centers correspond
to their R and Z centers at ϕ= 0, near the plane of the SPI injector.
These reduced χ2 are from the late pre-TQ of the ‘low f rad’
disruption, at time 10.954 s. The best fit helical at this time is
marked and circled in grey.

included in the main radiation library, but will be discussed in
section 7.

‘Ring’ structures are toroidally self-similar. Their poloidal
cross-sections are circular, centered on some major radius R
and vertical coordinate Z, with a bivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion in both R and Z around that point. We include a collection
of ring distributions of the same 0.25cm Gaussian width, but
centered at different R and Z locations, in our candidate pool,
as seen in figure 7. TheR and Z locations are taken from a regu-
lar grid within the last closed flux surface of the pre-disruption
plasma.

‘Helical’ structures represent concentrated impurity radi-
ation from a flux tube centered around a pre-disruption mag-
netic field line. Like ring structures, they have a circular
Gaussian poloidal cross-section, but unlike rings, they are not
toroidally self-similar. The R and Z center of the Gaussian
cross-section instead follows a field line around the torus up
to two revolutions, one in each direction from the injector loc-
ation. These distributions are inspired by fast camera images
from SPI disruptions that show visible radiation following
field lines during the pre-TQ, as seen in figure 1, as well as
previous works that suggest the disruption radiation is field
aligned [15, 16]. As with rings, collections of helicals starting
from a similar R and Z grid are included in the candidate pool.
We include three collections with different gaussian widths:
0.15cm, 0.25cm, and 0.35cm.

Modified-BOLometer Tomography (M-BOLT) structures
are the standard JET BOLT tomographic reconstructions
produced upon request, with the modification of the toroidal
distribution overlay described in section 4.4. The BOLT pro-
cess uses lagrangian optimization to generate a two dimen-
sional radiation distribution from vertical and horizontal bolo-
meter array data [24, 25]. Radiation sources are constrained
and smoothed along flux surfaces. Toroidal self-similarity is
assumed. If there is a large difference in signal magnitudes
between the two bolometer arrays, the horizontal array is

manually scaled to the vertical array prior to optimization.
Note that the scaling process of section 4.4 is done by reduced
χ2 fitting, so the final radiation structure amplitude is not
subject to direct human input. We have included M-BOLT
structures at approximately 1ms intervals throughout both
disruptions.

A second set of 2D tomographic reconstructions are avail-
able for these discharges, automatically produced using neural
networks [26]. However, the neural networks for these recon-
structions are designed for and trained on entire JET dis-
charges, rather than specifically disruption bolometry data,
and can produce unusual results when applied to disruptions.
These reconstructions are not included in the Emis3D radi-
ation structure library.

4.3. Fitting

The library of radiation structures and their synthetic bolo-
meter measurements are compared to experimental data from
both bolometer arrays at each timestep. The radiation structure
library is not varied from timestep to timestep; all distributions
are available at all timesteps. For example,M-BOLT structures
derived from CQ data are not strictly limited to the CQ; they
are available as candidates for the radiation structure during
the pre-TQ as well, but are not typically close fits.

The goodness of fit between the array of synthetic values
[Ci] observed for a given structure and the array of bolometer
data [Oi] at a given timestep is quantified using a reduced χ2

statistic:

χ2
ν =

1
ν

∑
i

(Oi −Ci)
2

σ2
i

ν = N− f − 1

where σi are the standard errors of each bolometer channel, ν
is the degree of freedom, N is the number of bolometer chan-
nels, and f is the number of fitted parameters. The vertical
and horizontal bolometer arrays both have 24 channels, but
one faulty vertical bolometer channel is excluded from the fit-
ting process, soN= 47. Helical structures have four amplitude
parameters, while ring and M-BOLT structures only have two.
Therefore, ν= 42 for helical distributions and ν= 44 for rings
andM-BOLTs. Reduced χ2 is selected for its ease of computa-
tion, its known relationship to p-value, and its general insens-
itivity to the choice of bolometer errors.

The bolometer errors σi are not rigorously calculated but
are rather assumed to be 10% of the maximum channel bright-
ness at each time, based on recommendations from diagnosti-
cians. 10% is the approximate magnitude of channel errors
during flattop operation. Rigorous determination of σi during
disruptions is complicated by the likely presence of additional
error sources not present during flattop. Fortunately, the mag-
nitude of σi is not greatly impactful in the selection of a best fit
via reducedχ2 fitting: scaling all σi uniformly amounts to only
a uniform scaling of χ2 across all candidates, and the best fit
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Figure 8. An example of synthetic bolometer channel brightnesses fitted to experimental bolometer data. Experimental bolometer channel
brightnesses are in blue. Synthetic brightnesses from a best fit helical radiation structure are in green. The contribution from the first
puncture is shown in grey squares, while the second puncture contribution is shown in grey x− s. Each contribution is scaled separately on
each array in the optimization step, to produce the best combined match to the experimental data. This data is from the late pre-TQ of the
‘low f rad’ disruption, at time 10.954 s, and the best fit helical structure in figure 7.

distribution remains the same. Only the uncertainties in values
derived from radiation structures (Prad, TPF) are affected.

The choice of flat 10% errors avoids overly weighting chan-
nels with low brightness, which are not as relevant to the total
radiated power. This choice also allows variation in the mag-
nitude of the σi from timestep to timestep. Scatter in the bolo-
meter measurements suggest the error is proportional to the
signal, however, a thorough investigation of the noise sources
during disruptions has not been done.

The reduced χ2 of each candidate is related to a p value
through the reduced χ2 cumulative distribution function:

p= 1−CDFν

(
ν ·χ2

ν

)
[27]. The p value is a metric used in null hypothesis testing.
The interpretation of a p value is delicate and should be care-
fully considered. In the χ2 distribution case presented here,
the null hypothesis is that the candidate radiation structure is
exactly correct, and that measuring different [Oi] values than
[Ci] is the result of the individual bolometer errors σi. The
alternative hypothesis is that the candidate radiation structure

is incorrect. The calculated p value is the probability that, when
measuring N random variables, indexed by i, with expectation
values Ci and standard errors σi, finding observations [Oi]test
and an associated (χ2)test, the resulting (χ2)test is greater than
the χ2 between [Oi] and [Ci].

If the p value is very small, then the likelihood of finding
[Oi] under the null hypothesis is very low. We then take the
alternative hypothesis that the candidate source is incorrect
and do not select it as the best fit. If the p value is high, then
the observed [Oi] could plausibly have been produced under
the null hypothesis. This does not guarantee that the candid-
ate distribution is correct, but it does mean that the distribution
cannot be safely discarded. High p value candidates are there-
fore included in our pool of close fits, described in the fol-
lowing paragraph, with the highest p value (or lowest χ2) as
the best fit. Example synthetic bolometer data fitted to experi-
mental data is shown in figure 8.

To provide error bars on the radiated power and peaking
factors, a pool of close fits is considered in addition to the best
fit. Because the σi used in this analysis are not directly associ-
ated with the true errors of each bolometer channel, and also
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vary from timestep to timestep, the absolute p value found for
each distribution is not reliable, and a fixed p value cutoff is not
a good metric to define the pool of close fits. We instead define
our close fit pool to include all structures up to two standard
errors in p value below the best fit at each timestep, defined
as pCutoff = (1− 0.9545) · pBest in accordance with the empir-
ical rule (also known as the 68-95-99.7 rule). Because we do
not have fully rigorous σi or an infinite library of radiation
structures, the error bars derived using this approach cannot
be interpreted as the true error in Prad or TPF , but they are a
useful metric for the variance in Prad and TPF among the close
fit radiation structures within the radiation structure library.

4.4. Toroidal distribution overlay

The ability to accommodate toroidal asymmetry is central to
Emis3D. However, there is a very large domain of possible tor-
oidal distributions an emissivity function could have, and data
points from only two toroidal locations (the bolometer array
locations) to constrain these distributions. Emis3D addresses
this problem by isolating the choice of toroidal distribution
from the rest of the fitting process. After a best fit distribution
is selected, different toroidal distributions can be applied to
the best fit distribution to test the effect of different physical
models on Prad and TPF.

Emis3D isolates the toroidal distribution of radiation struc-
tures by dividing each radiation distribution into toroidal bins.
In this paper, the tokamak is divided into 18 bins of 20 degrees
each. In the Cherab observation stage, the radiated power of a
given radiation structure emitted within each bin is calculated
separately. After the radiation structure optimization stage, the
fitted amplitudes of the radiation structure at each array loca-
tion are used to optimize a toroidal distribution for that radi-
ation structure. The Cherab binned radiated powers are multi-
plied by the magnitude of the toroidal distribution at each tor-
oidal location and summed to give the total radiated power for
the radiation structure. The functional form of the toroidal dis-
tribution is selected by the user. Different distributions, based
on different physical models or intuitions, can be tested, and
the results compared.

Figure 9 shows three choices of toroidal distribution for
M-BOLT structures: a simple step function, where the amp-
litude of the radiation structure matches the amplitude para-
meter fitted to the nearest bolometer array; a sinusoidal distri-
bution, peaked or anti-peaked at the SPI injector location; and
a linear interpolation, which is functionally equivalent to the
step function. The results of each case are explored in greater
depth in sections 6.1 and 6.2. Only one toroidal distribution
for helical radiation structures is explored in this paper: an
asymmetric gaussian, peaked at the injector location, with dif-
ferent gaussian widths in the clockwise and counterclockwise
directions. An example of this toroidal distribution shape is
shown in figure 10. This choice of toroidal distribution is based
on the assumption that in the pre-TQ stage of the disruption,
which helicals are intended to describe, impurity density will
be highest where the pellet shards are injected, and therefore

Figure 9. Three possible assumptions for the toroidal distribution
of a M-BOLT radiation structure based on its amplitude at the
vertical and horizontal array locations. The step function and linear
fits are equivalent in terms of Prad and TPF. The sinusoidal fit, in
which radiation is assumed to peak at the injector location and
spread smoothly in both directions, is not equivalent, and results in
different Prad and TPF. Note: this is a schematic for explanatory
purposes and does not use data from any particular timestep.

Figure 10. An example of an asymmetric Gaussian toroidal
distribution for a helical radiation structure. The gaussian is peaked
at the injector location, very close to zero radians. The amplitude of
the function and the width of the Gaussian in each direction are
fitted to the four amplitude fit parameters for a helical radiation
structure. This toroidal distribution shows much higher radiation
clockwise of the injector location, and implies preferred toroidal
transport of impurities in that direction.

radiation will be peaked at the injector location. The impurit-
ies then ionize and are transported along field lines, but may
transport at different rates in each direction, so the gaussian
widths are fitted separately.

5. Deuterium injection

A pure deuterium SPI discharge (JET discharge 96 874)
provides a discharge for study where the visible light struc-
tures observed by the fast camera are expected to well repres-
ent the dominant radiation structure measured by the bolomet-
ers. The ‘low’ and ‘high f rad’ neon SPI discharges are not used
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for this purpose because the neon injection radiation is mostly
ultraviolet, not captured in visible fast camera images, and the
fast cameras are further filtered to the neon-I wavelength on
those discharges. Note that for high-Z injections the features
observed in the fast cameras are not necessarily representat-
ive of the peak radiation features, as demonstrated on DIII-D
[16]. In the deuterium SPI discharge, there is significant radi-
ation in the visible spectrum, and the left and right fast cameras
are unfiltered and deuterium-filtered, respectively. A pure deu-
terium pellet is used and clear helical structures are observed
by the fast cameras throughout the pre-TQ, as shown in the top
subpanel of figure 11.

This discharge is used as a test case to determine whether an
M-BOLT structure or an Emis3D helical structure better rep-
resents the visible radiation during the pre-TQ. It is found that
the M-BOLT fits the bolometer data better than the best fit hel-
ical, according to the Emis3D reduced χ2 statistic and p-value
testing. However, the Emis3D helical structure better captures
the qualitative helical shape observed in the fast cameras. The
best fit helical and the M-BOLT as observed by Cherab syn-
thetic fast cameras are shown in the middle and bottom sub-
panels of figure 11 respectively, and can be compared to the
experimental fast camera in the top subpanel. The nominally
axisymmetric M-BOLT does not capture the helical structure.
This demonstrates that using BOLT inversions during the pre-
TQ could lead to incorrect conclusions about the 3D nature of
the radiation.

M-BOLT structures are able to achieve better fits during
the pre-TQ because the BOLT inversion process is both highly
under-determined and well optimized, creating detailed, high
resolution structures to precisely match the brightnesses of
individual channels in the bolometer arrays. The BOLT inver-
sions can result in unlikely anomalous radiation structure
details like those shown in figure 12, although most cases are
more subtle. The helical structures in this paper are not optim-
ized to experimental data, except for amplitude scaling, and
are therefore at a disadvantage to M-BOLTs for quality of fit.
It may be possible in the future to account for this handicap by
adjusting the degree of freedom ν used forM-BOLT structures
in the reduced χ2 formula to include constraints applied in the
BOLT inversion process. Such an adjustment is not attempted
here because it is non-trivial to interpret the BOLT optimiza-
tion process as extra constraints in the context of ν.

There is additional support for favoring helical structures in
the pre-TQ from the BOLT reconstructions themselves, from
other experiments, and from JOREK simulations. In the pre-
TQ BOLTs of the two disruptions investigated in this paper,
there is a recurring double-spot radiation pattern highlighted
in figure 12 that is consistent with radiation concentrations at
different poloidal locations on each bolometer array, such as
would result from a helical radiation structure. Similar patterns
are observed in experiments on DIII-D [15] and KSTAR [28].
Further work at DIII-D has shown that the structures observed
in the visible camera and the structures observed by the AXUV
bolometers, while not consistent with each other, are both field
aligned [16]. In JOREK simulations of JET SPI with plasma
and pellet parameters equal to those of the two shots explored

Figure 11. A comparison of best fit BOLT and helical radiation
structures to fast camera images from a deuterium pellet SPI (JET
shot number 96 874) in the pre-TQ. Top are visible range fast
camera images from JET; left is unfiltered, right is filtered to show
only the 656 nm Dalpha emission line. Middle are fully synthetic
unfiltered fast camera images of the best fit helical distribution at
this time, with a flat toroidal distribution, produced in Cherab using
Raysect. Bottom are synthetic fast camera images of the best fit
BOLT distribution at this time.

in this paper, there are helical radiation structures during the
pre-TQ, as described in section 7 [29]. These simulated radi-
ation structures produce a spectrum consistent with coronal
equilibrium and the dominant power is not in visiblefrequen-
cies. SPI simulations from DIII-D using NIMROD also show
similar helical structures [30].

The combined evidence of these sources motivates our
removal of M-BOLT structures derived from the pre-TQ from
the Emis3D library, instead allowing helicals as the best fits
during the pre-TQ. For completeness, multiple Emis3D recon-
structions are performed for each discharge, and the case
including pre-TQ M-BOLTs is also addressed. M-BOLTs are
not removed from the TQ for lack of a preferred structure at
this time, as TQ radiation structures are not well known, and
expected to be more complicated than simple single helical
shapes. This choice is revisited in section 6.3.
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Figure 12. BOLT structure cross sections from the early (left), middle, and later (right) pre-TQ of the ‘low f rad’ disruption. The first wall
and pre-disruption last closed flux surface are marked in yellow. The double radiation centers suggestive of a helical structure are circled in
red. In the early pre-TQ, divertor-concentrated flattop radiation, circled in green, is a significant portion of overall radiation. Helical
structures do not capture divertor radiation. By the middle pre-TQ, impurity radiation dominates and divertor radiation is not significant.
The radiation spot circled in purple is a likely BOLT optimization anomaly. The radiation spot is outside the view of the horizontal
bolometer array, so the BOLT algorithm may be using this radiation spot to fine-tune the fit to one or two vertical bolometer channels.

6. Results

Using the best-fit radiation structures chosen by the Emis3D
algorithm for both the ‘low Prad’ and ‘high Prad’ disruptions,
Prad time series for each shot are reported in figures 13 and 14.
Overall f rad for the two disruptions are 0.98+ 0.03/− 0.29
and 1.01+ 0.02/− 0.17 respectively. The difference in f rad
between discharges is smaller than in the control room ana-
lysis, due to lower TQ radiation on the ‘high f rad’ discharge.
Overall f rad is higher than the control room result for both
shots, due to higher radiated power in the early CQ. Both shots
achieve frad > 0.9, or> 90% of plasma energy radiated, which
is considered successful mitigation. However, large lower
uncertainties in the CQ mean that successful > 90%frad mit-
igation cannot be guaranteed for either discharge. The small
separation in f rad between shots appears to be the result of tor-
oidal peaking that was not captured by the control room ana-
lysis. Toroidal peaking factors (TPFs) for both shots are repor-
ted in figure 15.

Interpretation and modeling assumptions involved in these
results are described in section 6.1. A variation in model-
ing of the toroidal distribution of M-BOLT radiation struc-
tures is considered in section 6.2. A case in which M-Bolts
are removed from the TQ in addition to the pre-TQ is con-
sidered in section 6.3. Improvements in reproducing experi-
mental single-channel bolometer brightnesses with the use of
pre-TQ helical structures is presented in section 6.4.

6.1. Base Scenario

All helical and ring radiation structures are included in the
radiation structure library, and M-BOLT radiation structures
from either shot are included, from the time of the TQ through
the end of the CQ. Pre-TQ M-BOLT structures are excluded,

Figure 13. Prad during the identically prepared ‘low’ and ‘high’ f rad
disruptions, with uncertainty bounds derived from the pool of close
fits from the radiation structure library. The control room vertical
bolometer-derived weighted average Prad, as well as a similar
horizontal bolometer-derived weighted average, are included for
reference. This horizontal bolometer weighted average is not a
standard JET signal, but it has been referenced in previous
publications [7, 31]. Emis3D finds lower Prad at the thermal quench
of the ‘high f rad’ discharge than the control room analysis. The
timestep of peak Prad is used interchangeably with ‘thermal quench’
in this paper.

to favor helical structures as best fits in the pre-TQ, consistent
with the conclusions of section 5. The exclusion of pre-TQM-
BOLTs has only a small effect on f rad, since pre-TQ radiation
is low compared to the thermal and CQs. However, there is
a large effect on toroidal peaking factors (figure 15), and the
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Figure 14. CumulativeW rad from the identically prepared ‘low’ and
‘high’ f rad disruptions.

Figure 15. Toroidal peaking factors during the identically prepared
‘low’ and ‘high’ f rad disruptions. Emis3D finds significant toroidal
peaking at the TQ time on the ‘high f rad’ shot, and less peaking on
the ‘low f rad’ shot. See text and figures 16 and 17 for description of
radiation structures.

toroidal behavior of the best-fit helical structures reveal inter-
esting toroidal transport.

With the pre-TQ M-BOLT structures removed, the best
fit radiation structures during the pre-TQ are helical. Best fit
structures at the TQ and throughout the CQ are M-BOLTs.
The radiation structure evolution chosen by Emis3D with this
library for the ‘low f rad’ shot is shown in figures 16 and 17. In
this scenario, ring andM-BOLT structure toroidal distributions
are handled as a simple step function, as shown in figure 9.
In terms of radiated power, this is equivalent to averaging the
amplitudes derived from the two arrays.
f rad is closer between the two shots than suggested by the

control room analysis, differing by around ∼4% instead of
∼11%. The change is the result of lower radiated power at the
TQ on the ‘high f rad’ shot. The control room Prad measurement

at this time is high, more than double that of the ‘low f rad’ shot.
With Emis3D, we see that the high Prad is likely a measure-
ment error related to toroidal peaking. The best fit radiation
structure at this time (figure 18) on the ‘high f rad’ discharge
is peaked, with a TPF of 1.33 (representing ∼2× higher amp-
litude in one array than the other), and the peak is near the ver-
tical bolometer array. The control roomPrad measurement uses
only information from the vertical array, and does not con-
sider the lower amplitude of the radiation structure elsewhere
in the tokamak (e.g. at the horizontal array location). By using
a best-fit structure that accounts for this peaking, Emis3D finds
a lower peak Prad on the ‘high f rad’ discharge, more similar to
that of the ‘low f rad’ shot.
f rad has also increased relative to the control room result

for both shots, from 0.8→ 0.98 and 0.9→ 1.01 respectively,
bringing both shots into the ITER definition of fully mitig-
ated. The change in f rad is due to increased Prad during the
early to middle CQ on both shots, and may also be the res-
ult of previously unaccounted for toroidal peaking. Peaking is
low during the CQ compared to the pre-TQ, but not completely
negligible. The best fit radiation structures throughout the CQs
of both shots are peaked near the horizontal array (figure 19),
which implies an underestimate of Prad in the control room
analysis, and Emis3D finds higher Prad than the control room
result. Note, however, that the lower error bounds for the CQ
Prad are large, as other M-BOLT or helical radiation structures
with lower radiated power are decent fits to the bolometry data
as well.

The shape of the radiation structures in the pre-TQ exhibit
interesting toroidal transport that has been observed in simula-
tion. The best fit helical radiation structures in the pre-TQ are
shown in figure 16:1–2. At early times, these structures show
an expected radiation peak at a point near the injector loca-
tion, with spreading along the field line through that point.
However, the spreading is much greater in the direction of
the high-field side. This behavior is consistent with early pre-
TQ fast camera images from the deuterium injection discharge
shown in figure 1 and with JOREK simulations in section 7,
and with the ‘magnetic nozzle effect’ described in [32].

6.2. Alternate M-BOLT toroidal distribution scenario

Our analysis up to this point treats the toroidal distribution
of M-BOLT radiation structures as a simple step function. In
this section, we treat M-BOLT structures in the CQ with a
sine curve toroidal distribution (figure 9), with one extremum
(either a peak or trough) fixed to the injector location. Prad

for this case is plotted in figure 20. In this scenario, f rad is
lower than in the base scenario, and toroidal peaking factors
are higher throughout the CQof both shots. The ‘high f rad’ shot
has significantly higher peaking at the TQ than the ‘low f rad’
shot in this scenario as well as the base scenario, although the
resulting Prad adjustment is smaller than in the base scenario.

The alternate scenario is not more physically motivated
than the step function case. The sinusoidal distributions
explored here are unlikely, as there is a trough at the injector
location throughout the CQ, when high impurity concentration
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Figure 16. Best fit radiation structures at four characteristic times from the ‘low f rad’ disruption. The first wall contour and last closed flux
surface are plotted in orange at the toroidal location of the injector. The green curves are at the location of the horizontal bolometer array,
and the light blue curves at the location of the vertical array. Helical radiation structures are the best fits for the pre-TQ. In the early pre-TQ,
thin helicals with small gaussian cross-sections are the best fits, while wider helicals are preferred later in the pre-TQ. M-BOLT radiation
structures tailored to the TQ and CQ, with some toroidal peaking away from the injector location, are best fits for the thermal and current
quench. Differences in local emissivity are magnified in plots of M-BOLT radiation structures to make toroidal peaking visible.

Figure 17. Best fit radiation structures at four characteristic times from the ‘high f rad’ disruption. Generally similar trends to the ‘low f rad
disruption are observed. The ‘high f rad’ shot has a shorter pre-TQ, with only around two milliseconds between the first and last clear helical
structures instead of the around five milliseconds on the ‘low f rad’ shot. Differences in local emissivity are magnified in plots of M-BOLT
radiation structures to make toroidal peaking visible.
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Figure 18. The best fit radiation structure at the thermal quench
peak on the ‘low f rad’ (left) and ‘high f rad’ (right) disruptions. The
high f rad structure is strongly peaked in the region visible to the
vertical bolometer array (light blue), causing an overestimate of Prad
in the control room analysis, while the low f rad structure is slightly
peaked away from the vertical bolometer array, and is not
overestimated in the control room analysis.

Figure 19. Best fit radiation structures from the current quench of
the ‘low f rad’ (left) and ‘high f rad’ (right) disruptions. Both best fit
structures are M-BOLT structures from their respective shots. Both
structures are moderately peaked away from the vertical bolometer
array, suggesting an underestimate of radiated power in the current
quench in the control room analysis.

Figure 20. Comparison of best fit Prad values in various physical
models. In ‘PreTQ BOLTs’, M-BOLT radiation structures from the
pre-TQ of each discharge are included in the radiation structure
library. In ‘Alt. Toroidal’, the toroidal distribution of current quench
M-BOLT structures is treated sinusoidally rather than linearly.

near the injector should cause a peak. This alternate scenario
is presented to demonstrate the variation in f rad and TPF that
is possible with limited toroidal diagnostic resolution.

6.3. Helical TQ scenario

In section 6.1, M-BOLTs are suppressed in favor of helical
structures in the pre-TQ, based on the evidence presented in
section 5. M-BOLTs are not suppressed in favor of helicals in
the TQ, as we do not have experimental evidence of single
field line helical structures in the TQ, and radiation struc-
tures approaching the TQ seen in JOREK simulations aremore
similar to BOLT inversions than to single field line helicals.
However, the TQ is less easily observed and modeled than
either the pre-TQ or the CQ, and the true TQ radiation struc-
ture could be very different from both M-BOLTs and single
helicals. A more accurate description of TQ radiation will
likely require future work and new additions to the radiation
structure library. However, we can gather some insight to the
true TQ radiation behavior by comparing the best fit radiation
structures in each of the three categories currently available in
Emis3D. The TQ radiated power and TPF for each of these
cases are reported in figure 21.

Similar peak Prad is found with the best fit TQ helicals as
with M-BOLTs. The difference in peak Prad between the two
discharges is much smaller than predicted by the weighted
average, at∼1.3GW instead of of∼2.6GW.However, the tor-
oidal peaking is not higher on the ‘high f rad’ discharge than
on the ‘low f rad’ discharge. In this case, the diminished peak
Prad gap is a more complicated effect of the helical structure,
and of overall lower peak Prad on both discharges. It may also
be relevant that the Emis3D helical structure is constrained to
peak at the toroidal angle of the gas injection. As in the pre-
vious section, toroidal peaking factors vary significantly with
different physical assumptions, but the diminished peak Prad

gap appears to be a more robust result.
The reduced χ2

r of even the best fit ring structure at the TQ
is very high on both discharges, more than twice that of the
best helical and M-BOLT, and the corresponding P-value and
goodness of fit are very poor. The very low Prad found in this
case should not be taken seriously. However, there is a similar
disparity in toroidal peaking factors on the two discharges to
that found with the best fit M-BOLTs. This suggests that the
toroidal peaking found with the M-BOLTs is not an artifact
of the specific best fit BOLT inversion, and would be a recur-
ring result with other nominally toroidally self-similar radi-
ation structures.

6.4. Single-channel bolometer results

The single-channel bolometers are noisy on the timescale used
for reconstructions, and are not used in our main fitting pro-
cess. The average brightness over an entire disruption is more
reliable, and can be compared to synthetic values, as a post-
fitting check of the results. Single-channel bolometer bright-
nesses are not absolutely calibrated due to hardware limita-
tions. However, all four channels have the same poloidal sight-
line into the plasma, so the relative brightness of each channel
can be compared. The single-channel bolometer relative cal-
ibrations found in [12] are used here.

In experiment, the single-channel bolometer closest to the
injection location (‘channel 1’), receives two or more times
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Figure 21. Prad and toroidal peaking factor at the thermal quench using the best fit from each category of radiation structure. The M-BOLT
values are referenced in section 6.1, while the Helical values are referred to in section 6.3.

Figure 22. Averaged single bolometer channel brightnesses, normalized to the brightest channel. In the experimental results shown in blue,
the average brightness of channel 1 over the entire disruption is more than twice that of the other three channels. This result is not matched
in the average synthetic channel brightnesses from the whole-disruption base scenario (left). The higher channel 1 brightness is somewhat
captured when averaging synthetic brightnesses over only the pre-TQ in the base scenario (middle), where helical radiation structures are
the best fits.

the integrated brightness of any of the other three channels
(channels 2–4), on both the ‘high’ and ‘low f rad’ discharges.
This result is not well reproduced by Emis3D in our base
scenario, which finds roughly equal brightnesses for all four
channels, as seen in figure 22. A ‘best case’ scenario, where
a radiation structure is chosen from the two-standard-error

uncertainty pool with the highest channel 1 signal relative
to the other three, is similarly unable to produce this res-
ult. However, in the pre-TQ alone, best-fit helical structures
exhibit much higher channel 1 brightness than channels 2–
4, as seen in both figures 22 and 23. This is the only case
where the experimental single-channel bolometer brightness
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Figure 23. Time series of synthetic single-channel bolometer brightnesses produced using the best-fit radiation structures from the base
scenario (top), and in the alternate scenario where pre-TQ M-BOLTs are included in the radiation structure library (bottom). In the base
scenario pre-TQ, channel 1 receives significantly higher brightness than the other three channels, as also shown in figure 22.

ratios are successfully reproduced, which provides additional
support for the choice of helical structures in the pre-TQ. The
failure to reproduce the whole-disruption result may be due
to a lack of toroidally asymmetric structures in the radiation
structure library tailored to the TQ. Best-fit helical structures
during the TQ do not produce relatively high channel 1 bright-
nesses as they do in the pre-TQ.

7. JOREK Comparison

Emis3D can also be used to provide feedback for tokamak
disruption simulations. 3D MHD simulations are a valuable
tool for predicting plasma behavior in regimes that are not
accessible to current devices, such as fusion reactor-scale dis-
ruptions, as well as to understand the complicated physics
in present experiments. A previous simulation study of JET
MGI provides a quantitative comparison of the radiated power
to experiment and a qualitative comparison of the time evol-
ution of measured brightness using native JOREK synthetic
bolometry [33]. Emis3D provides high fidelity synthetic bolo-
metry (and cameras) leveraging Cherab and performs good-
ness of fit tests on the simulated data. With Emis3D, we can
quantitatively compare how well simulated radiation struc-
tures match experiment and how they perform relative to a
variety of more basic radiation structures. JOREK is a non-
linear extended MHD code for plasma simulation in diver-
ted tokamaks [34, 35]. JOREK simulations can produce time-
resolved 3D emissivity distributions for a plasma disruption,
which are used as candidate radiation structures.

Here we will compare four simulations of the SPI mitig-
ation scenario corresponding to the pre-TQ of the ‘low’ and
‘high f rad’ discharges, each with slight changes to simulation
parameters to attempt to improve the fidelity of the simulation
[29, 36]. In all four simulations, all pellet shards are assumed
to be initially located at the exit of the shatter tube, and then
to spread into the plasma according to the their velocity and
angular distributions, with a Gaussian shape. A relation is
introduced between size and velocity of each shards, so that
both fastest and slowest shards are small, while the shards

with velocities close to average (located in the bulk of the SPI
plume) are of all sizes. This dependence between shard sizes
and velocities is chosen to reproduce laboratory observations
showing that typically the middle of the plume carries ∼75%
of the fragments and ∼99% of the solid mass [37].

Each successive simulation is intended to more closely
match the experimental SPI plume than the previous simula-
tion, with simulation 4 providing the most realistic descrip-
tion. From simulation 1 to simulation 2, the toroidal extent
of impurity sources representing injected pellet shards is
decreased, from one radian to one half radian. In this way,
the unrealistically toroidally elongated shape of the ablation
cloud of each pellet shard in simulation 1 is reduced to the
resolution limit allowed by the employed toroidal Fourier har-
monics (up to n= 10). From simulation 2 to simulation 3, the
velocity spread of pellet shards is increased, from±25% of the
average velocity to±50%. From simulation 3 to simulation 4,
the average velocity of pellet shards is decreased from 200 to
155m s−1 in order to match the experimental pellet velocity
determined from the time of flight from the microwave cavity
diagnostics to the entrance in the plasma observed by the fast
camera diagnostic [20]. As a consequence of the change in the
pellet velocity, the number of pellet shards computed using the
statistical fragmentation model [38] is reduced from 111 to 32.
The average velocity spread is also slightly reduced to±40%.

We find that all four JOREK simulations show qualitatively
similar evolution of radiation structures to the best fit helical
structures chosen by Emis3D during the pre-TQ. In the early
pre-TQ, JOREK-derived radiation structures show similar hel-
ical flux tubes and magnetic nozzle effect behavior to that seen
in best fit helical structures, as shown in figure 24. On the ‘low
f rad’ shot, simulations 3 and 4 are equal or better fits to the
early pre-TQ radiation structure than basic helical structures.
At later pre-TQ times, the JOREK radiation structures broaden
out both poloidally and toroidally in a similar manner to the
helical best fits, and approach a roughly toroidally symmetric
structure at the TQ, similar to the the best fit M-BOLT struc-
ture for the ‘low f rad’ disruption (figure 25). Individual chan-
nel brightnesses are shown in figure 26, and show similarity
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Figure 24. Left: A radiation structure from the early pre-TQ of JOREK simulation 4, 2.5 ms after injection occurs and 1.2ms after first
significant radiation appears. Right: A best-fit helical structure from the early pre-TQ of the ‘low f rad’ shot, about 1ms after radiation from
the injected pellet is first visible in fast camera images.

Figure 25. Left: The last radiation structure produced in JOREK simulation 4, just before the thermal quench. Right: the best fit structure at
the thermal quench in the base scenario, an M-BOLT. Differences in local emissivity are left un-magnified in this image. For the magnified
version, see the ‘Peak TQ’ structure in figure 16.

Figure 26. Contour plots of the vertical and horizontal bolometer array channel brightnesses during the pre-TQ of the ‘low f rad’ disruption,
in experiment and with Emis3D. Top: horizontal array, Bottom: vertical array. Left: experimental bolometer brightnesses, Center: base
scenario best fit radiation structure synthetic bolometer brightnesses, Right: JOREK simulation 4 best fit radiation structure synthetic
bolometer brightnesses. Note that the vertical array channel at angle ∼258◦ is excluded from the fitting process.
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Figure 27. χ2 plots comparing the quality of fit of the best fit JOREK simulation and helical radiation structures at times during the pre-TQ,
for both disruptions. The reduction in best fit χ2 from simulation 1 to simulation 4 on both discharges demonstrates improved agreement
between simulation and experiment.

Figure 28. Comparison of Prad and TPF in the four JOREK simulations to those found in the Emis3D base scenario on the ‘high f rad’
(95 711) and ‘low f rad’ (95 709) discharges. These JOREK simulations do not include radiation from the initial pre-disruption plasma, so
radiation is completely localized at the SPI location and TPF is near infinite until toroidal transport of impurities becomes significant.

between best fit JOREK simulation 4 radiation structures and
best fit base scenario radiation structures. We see significant
improvement in fits from simulations 1–4 (figure 27), suggest-
ing that the parameter changes in the JOREK simulations suc-
cesfully improved their fidelity.

Some challenges for JOREK validation remain. While
there is now very good agreement in early pre-TQPrad between
simulation 4 and the Emis3D base scenario (figure 28), there
is still disagreement in both Prad and TPF in the later pre-
TQ. Further simulation adjustments are being tested to address
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these differences. Another validation concern is that the best
fitting JOREK structures are not constrained to follow the
same time ordering as in the simulation, and in fact they often
do not. Structures from later in the simulation are often better
fits to earlier times and vice versa. While JOREK simulations
qualitatively match broad periods of the pre-TQ, the fine detail
may not be an exact match. It is also possoble that that while
the viewing geometry of the bolometers is accurately modeled
in Emis3D, time smoothing resulting from heat diffusion in
the foil and other hardware/software effects on the instrument
response are not captured and affect these conclusions.

8. Conclusion

Emis3D has been developed as a feed-forward tomography
code for modeling three dimensional radiation structures dur-
ing disruptions, and has been applied to two SPI-mitigated
discharges on JET. Radiation structure characteristics are
revealed that are not evident from either weighted-average
radiated power analysis or 2D tomographic inversion alone.
The ‘high f rad’ disruption has significantly higher toroidal
peaking than the ‘low f rad’ disruption at the TQ, and account-
ing for this difference results in more similar f rad values
between the two shots. f rad is overall higher on both shots than
the control room result due to increased Prad in the CQ.

Radiation structures in the early pre-TQ are consistent with
the magnetic nozzle effect. Radiation structure evolution dur-
ing the pre-TQ is qualitatively consistent with simulations
from JOREK. Emis3D is used to confirm improvements in
JOREK simulations during the pre-TQ, demonstrated by pro-
gressively better reduced χ2 fits to experimental data.

Questions remain about the root cause of the different peak
Prad on each shot. Lower Prad on the ‘high f rad’ discharge than
the control room analysis appears robust across variations in
radiation structure assumptions. The total f rad result is found to
be sensitive to the functional form of the toroidal distribution.

It is not clear what causes the high TQ TPF on the ‘high
f rad discharge, but a few hypotheses have emerged. The ‘high
f rad’ disruption had a much shorter pre-TQ stage than the ‘low
f rad’ disruption, which may have hindered toroidal transport
of impurities and resulted in an uneven toroidal distribution
of radiation. The ‘high f rad’ disruption may have had stronger
MHD activity in the TQ than the ‘low f rad’ disruption, which
could result in a more peaked thermal energy release from the
core.

With the capabilities of Emis3D now more fully developed
and understood by application to these two discharges, we
are ready to address questions concerning the use of SPI and
other impurity injection methods for disruption mitigation.We
intend to apply Emis3D to a large pool of SPI discharges from
the JET 2019 SPI campaign, in particular testing a predicted
scaling law between pre-disruption thermal energy fraction
and disruption f rad that suggests poor performance of SPI on
ITER [7, 31]. This planned study may require additions to
the radiation structure pool, such as combinations of helical

structures, hollow flux surface annuli, or flux-aligned inver-
sions, to better capture the likely non-axisymmetry of the TQ.

Emis3D is open-source, currently available at https://
github.com/bensteinlubrano/Emis3D_Universal, and free
to use pending licensing. Certain machine-specific mod-
ules are proprietary. A GUI is included and work is
ongoing.
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Appendix

Absolute calibration of radiation structures and correct applic-
ation of the Cherab code are tested by comparison of Cherab
synthetic bolometry data of BOLT-derived radiation structures
to experimental bolometry data, here labeled MEasured Line
Integrals (MELI). BOLT 2D radiation structures are produced
from bolometry data by the JET bolometry team upon request.
BOLT structures are optimized to closely fit experimental
data, using independently calculated (non-Cherab) synthetic
measurements, here labeled Back-Calculated Line Integrals
(BCLIs), produced by the standard JET workflow. The BOLT
radiation structures are input to the Emis3D workflow, and
new synthetic bolometry data for these structures are generated
by Cherab. This synthetic bolometry data is then compared
to the original experimental bolometry data from which the
BOLT structure was derived, and to the BCLIs for that struc-
ture, and close agreement is observed, as shown in figure 29.
The close agreement validates that the Emis3D-Cherab work-
flow is accurate and that radiation structures used in Emis3D
are absolutely calibrated.
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Figure 29. Comparison of Cherab synthetic measurements of a
BOLT radiation structure to the experimental measurements from
which the BOLT structure is derived, and to JET synthetic
measurements of that BOLT structure. Two example shots and times
are shown. Top is from the current quench of the deuterium SPI
dishcharge. Bottom is from flattop operation of an arbitrarily chosen
discharge. The sightline angle is the counterclockwise angle in the
poloidal plane between the outward R (major radial) vector and the
bolometer sightline vector.
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